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This report highlights the challenges and opportunities facing 
the private sector as it transitions to a decarbonized supply 
chain, an essential step in achieving climate neutrality.  

The data in the report is based on quantitative and qualitative 
research conducted with a variety of companies, representing 
large corporations and small-and-medium-sized enterprises 
operating in various sectors and at different stages of maturity in 
their sustainability journey. 

The aim of this report is to highlight best practices at all levels 
and to provide recommendations for other companies to take 
action.

It is a pleasure to present this report, which aims to guide companies in taking concrete 
steps to address supply chain emission reductions.   

Small-and-medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are part of global supply chains and many 
are in the early stages of managing their emissions, as compared to large companies. 
While their potential to drive the sustainable transformation and decarbonization of the 
economy is immense, they need the tools to help them take action.  

This report responds to this need and is meant to help companies move towards more 
sustainable practices. This report is also a call to action - we invite all companies, 
regardless of their size, to play an active role in the decarbonization of the supply chain. 

Women Action Sustainability (WAS) would like to thank Schneider Electric for its support 
and contribution in the design, coordination and elaboration of this report. They have 
brought fundamental technical knowledge and rigor to this work and have worked closely 
with experts from the WAS membership. 

I encourage you to read and put this guide into action. Every step we take today will bring 
us closer to a more sustainable and resilient future. 

Mónica Chao 
President, Women Action Sustainability

Foreword

https://wasaction.com
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Since the Paris Agreement in 2015, we have witnessed a significant evolution in climate change initiatives, where the scale of 
transformation has been remarkable. However, real progress is still needed to drive significant momentum towards a sustainable 
future. In order to reduce emissions by half by 2030, we must commit to transforming our economies to prevent the worst impacts 
of the climate crisis. It is time for governments and businesses to accelerate the implementation of actionable measures.

Big business is playing a crucial role in this progress, using its resources and expertise to lead climate action. However, one of 
the biggest challenges we face is the inclusion of small-to-mid-sized enterprises (SMEs) in these efforts. SMEs are the backbone 
of many economies and face unique challenges in terms of time, knowledge, talent and funding.

The We Mean Business Coalition also believes it is critical for large companies to influence their direct suppliers to set emissions 
reduction targets as well. This can have a positive effect on the entire supply chain and contribute to the overall reduction of 
emissions.

Another issue to focus on is the transition from fossil fuels to clean energy. Fossil fuels still account for nearly 80% of the global 
energy supply. Governments and companies must focus on significantly reducing the use of fossil fuels so that global emissions 
are reduced by half by 2030 in order to keep the global temperature increase below 1.5°C.

More than 13,000 companies have already committed to reducing their emissions in line with climate science, and the 
Fossil to Clean campaign seeks to accelerate this energy transformation. Taking action at the COP28 conference is crucial 
to consolidating these efforts.

María Mendiluce 
CEO, We Mean Business Coalition

Foreword
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In the quest for a more sustainable world, aligned with net-zero goals, we face a new 
challenge: to drastically reduce Scope 3 emissions. These emissions, which come from 
our supply chains over which we have no direct control, have become the new frontier 
that we must all address.

We know that our dispersed and fragmented supply chains have been a significant 
barrier to efficient decarbonization. But, in the midst of these challenges, we find a light 
on the path: digitization and pre-competitive partnerships. Both come together to chart 
the path to a more sustainable and resilient supply chain.

Digitalization not only offers us a solution, it changes the way we approach this 
challenge. It empowers our suppliers, giving them the tools and resources to lead their 
own carbon reduction initiatives. It also enables us to collect and analyze data, driving 
our progress towards more ambitious decarbonization targets. 

Collaboration is a key driver of this transformation. It shows us that, together, we 
can overcome obstacles, share knowledge and create synergies to address common 
challenges of Scope 3 emissions.

Climate change does not wait – we must act with collective urgency. In a world that 
demands immediate action, we are not alone. Collaboration and digitization are the 
driving forces for action. 

Raquel Espada 
Vice President, Strategy, EMEA, Schneider Electric & Partner, 
Women Action Sustainability

Women Action Sustainability (WAS) is a non-profit organization whose purpose is to 
influence sustainability and ESG (environmental, social and corporate governance) and 
to become part of the strategic decision-making process that guides citizens, companies 
and administrations. 

The objectives of WAS goes beyond the simple integration of sustainability. WAS seeks 
to reinvent governance, economy, employment, territories, and the way we build trust 
and optimism in our society. This involves promoting more humanistic and inclusive 
leadership, fostering sustainable finance, driving the energy transition, redesigning 
labor relations, and making our cities more livable places. 

Through this report, the WAS Climate Change Group wants to raise awareness about 
the importance of addressing Scope 3 emissions, which represent a significant source 
of carbon emissions. Without reducing emissions, it will be difficult to achieve climate 
goals. To this end, WAS highlights the role of digitalization, the importance of engaging 
SMEs, and the need to build partnerships.

In addition, WAS calls on the public administration to encourage and help companies 
on this path by providing necessary tools and resources.

Sustainability is not only an obligation, but it is a unique opportunity to innovate, 
optimize efficiency and create a more prosperous and resilient future for all.

Ana Peña 
Head of Sustainability, Climate Change and Environment, Ferrovial & President, 
WAS Climate Change Group

Foreword
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Investors, consumers and governments are increasingly demanding firm commitments 
to reduce carbon emissions and increase transparency.

On the path to net-zero, most companies have started measuring their Scope 1 and 2 emissions 
because they are often easier to address and understand. Scope 3 is more challenging because 
of complexities – both upstream, embarking the entire supplier network on this journey; and 
downstream, assessing business impact and customer engagement. (APPENDIX 1) 

The World Economic Forum (WEF, 2023) warns that while efforts to limit global warming to under 
1.5 degrees are underway, the majority of the challenge and the impact for most businesses is with 
Scope 3 emissions. These emissions could potentially be the driving force behind change. 

Therefore, this call to action extends beyond the direct operations of companies and emphasizes 
the need to address Scope 3 emissions within their supply chains, which are currently 
characterized by uncertainty and a lack of direct oversight.

•  Addressing Scope 3 emissions is a crucial component of 
any effective decarbonization strategy, given that they are 
typically 11 times higher than Scope 1 emissions.

•  The lack of direct control and the need for external 
information complicates the management of emissions 
in the supply chain.

•  The supply chains of the future will need to integrate 
ESG criteria.

The Real Challenge of Climate Change:  
Emissions from Supply Chains

Scope 3 
emissions 
account for 

75% 2

 
of emissions

Only 41% 3

 of companies 
report emissions produced 
from their supply chain.

76%1

 of global trade 
comes from transactions 
within global supply chains.

1 Source: https://www.trade.gov/supply-chain-services
2 SBTi, 2022 
3 CDP, 2022

“Our Net-Zero future depends on collective action and proven innovation. With an 
ecosystem already in place to support Scope 3 targets, and technologies readily 
available to decarbonize and reduce energy use – we’ve reached a tipping point. It’s 
time to connect the value chain in purposeful new ways so we can pave a shared 
path to Net-Zero.”

Gwenaelle Avice-Huet EVP, Europe Operations, Schneider Electric

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/climate-change-emissions-scope-3-companies-esg
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Supply chain fragmentation driven by climate risks and globalization is transforming the way companies 
operate and manage their operations. There is a need for operations to be more resilient, with the complexity 
stemming from the lack of direct control and influence over these operations.

Reconfiguration is driven by the demand for greater collaboration among various economic actors to effectively 
address additional challenges, ranging from product shortages to inflation and logistical complexity.

For supply chains to be more resilient, they will need to be more sustainable. Companies that are defining 
more sustainable supply chains are achieving their goals. 49% of organizations have 

set supply chain sustainability goals. 
(Supply Chain Dive, 2020)

• Diversification and risk management

• Efficiency and cost reduction

• Collaboration with suppliers

• Innovation & Technology

• Anticipating Regulatory Compliance

Benefits of Sustainability 
for Supply Chain Resilience

Globalization
External 

Pressures

Increased 
Climate 
Risks

Supply Chain 
Complexity

Sustainability in the Supply Chain:  
The Secret to Business Resilience

60% of companies 
reporting Scope 3 in CDP 
consider external pressure 
as the main driver for reducing 
these emissions.
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Addressing Scope 3 emissions is urgent and strategic, requiring solutions tailored to the challenges 
and opportunities of each sector.

Thus, we observe that in the financial and capital goods sector, Scope 3 emissions are typically very 
high, accounting for almost 100% of their impact. This is due to its downstream complexity in assessing 
the impact of financial activities on its entire value chain – including its customers through investments and 
project financing, that may have significant indirect emissions.

90% of emissions in the real estate and construction sector are Scope 3, as these industries are 
dependent on an extensive network of suppliers and subcontractors, which makes their upstream 
emissions significant. Agriculture and food-related products also have a high percentage of Scope 3 
emissions, exceeding 80%. This is due to emissions associated with food production, including fertilizer 
use, transport and waste management.

On the other hand, cement and steel sectors have a lower percentage of Scope 3 emissions 
(approximately 20%) because much of the emissions in these sectors are generated in their own facilities 
(Scope 1) and in power generation (Scope 2), and so indirect emissions in the supply chain (Scope 3) are 
relatively smaller.

More than 60% of European CEOs say they are reorganizing 
their supply chains in response to the pandemic. 

Only 5% of companies in the S&P 500 confirm prioritizing 
environmental criteria for their supplier selection.

The Conference Board, 2021

Scope 1 Scope 2 Scope 3

100%

16%79% 4%

27%67% 6%

33%64%

49%50%

59%10%31%

65%33%

76%17% 7%

87%7% 5%

89%10%

7% 92%

6% 92%

6% 92%

5% 93%

98%

99%

Share of Scope 3 Emissions 
to Total Emissions, by Sector

Financial 
Services

Capital 
Goods

Transport 
OEMS 

Real Estate

Construction

Metals & 
Mining

Agricultural 
Commodities

Oil & 
Gas

Food, Beverage 
& Tobacco

Cement

Steel

Transport Services

Electric Utilities

Paper & Forestry

Coal

Chemicals

Source:   World Resources Institute. Data is from CDP. Research and analysis 
of this data was conducted by Concordia University.

Sustainability in the Supply Chain: 
An Emergency for Most Dependent Sectors
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In today's dynamic business landscape, the regulatory framework surrounding the decarbonization of the value chain is 
constantly evolving, with primary focuses on accountability, transparency and sustainability. This transformation is driven 
by a combination of international efforts, targeted regional regulations, and a growing awareness of environmental and 
social risks associated with supply chains.

An increasingly demanding 
regulatory framework for companies

The growth of Asian companies in the global economy drives the 
demand for sustainability reporting in Asia-Pacific. Regulatory 
pressure is increasing as supply chains move to the region, 
emphasizing the importance of transparency and sustainability. 
Although Europe and the Americas lead in standards, Asia-Pacific is 
advancing in its reporting practices in line with its objectives, facing 
challenges in the adoption of the International Integrated Reporting 
Framework.

Globally, carbon emissions from supply chains face 
increasing scrutiny and regulation:

United Nations Framework Convention 
on Climate Change (UNFCCC)

The UNFCCC promotes global cooperation to reduce 
emissions, highlighting ambitious targets such as the EU 
seeking to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20% by 
2020, and the UK committing to an 80% reduction in carbon 
emissions by 2050. 

Disclosures Improvement and Standardization Rule

More and more stock exchanges and governments are 
establishing requirements for companies to disclose their 
climate risks and greenhouse gas emissions in accordance 
with the TCFD framework and GHG protocol requirements.

Global Trends in Supply Chain Regulation

In North America, governments are implementing regulations to reduce 
emissions in the supply chain. One example of this is the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC), which is evaluating the inclusion of 
Scope 3 emissions in its proposed climate change regulation.

North American Regulations (NAM)

Regulations in the Asia-Pacific (APAC) Region

The European Union is at the forefront of supply 
chain decarbonization regulations. 
Two key regulatory pillars:             

Supply Chain Due Diligence

This involves proactively identifying, managing 
and mitigating inherent risks in supply chains. 

European Disclosure Directive

This directive requires detailed reporting on non-
financial information, such as ESG factors, within 
supply chains. 

 

European Union (EU) Regulations
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to see more
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The concept of “Net-Zero” refers to when the greenhouse gas emissions released into the atmosphere are balanced by the 
amount of these gases removed from the atmosphere. This concept includes the need to decarbonize Scopes 1, 2 and 3 
emissions.

To achieve this, Net-Zero Stocktake 2023 report highlights three phases. The first sets out the Net-Zero principles and the 
second phase focuses on the commitments to achieve it. Currently, we are in the third phase: implementation. Entities should 
set their targets based on science-validated decarbonization pathways, implement concrete measures (such as interim 
targets, independent validation and annual reporting) and carry out all elements of the commitment.

Unlike a year ago, there are now clear standards and expectations for achieving Net-Zero. They highlight the importance of 
addressing Scope 3 emission reductions and call for supporting SMEs in their transition to sustainability. (APPENDIX 2)

•  140+ countries committed to achieving 
climate neutrality by 2050

•  63% of Global Fortune 500 companies have 
emissions reduction commitments

•  Despite having Net-Zero commitments, no major 
country or company has committed to phasing 
out fossil fuels.

Trends towards Net-Zero:  
Emerging Standards and Global Challenges

“We must turn all net-zero commitments into 
an unstoppable global movement.”

António Guterres 
Secretary-General of the United Nations
Source: United Nations. Climate Action. 
https://www.un.org/es/climatechange/net-zero-coalition

https://ca1-nzt.edcdn.com/Reports/Net_Zero_Stocktake_2023.pdf?v=1696255114
https://www.un.org/es/climatechange/net-zero-coalition
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•  Governments and regulators are turning commitments into requirements, focusing primarily 
on two areas: disclosure and transition plans.

•  Businesses are responding to this pressure. While growth in the number of net-zero goals at the national and 
subnational levels have slowed, the momentum in setting these goals by companies continues has doubled in 
the last two years.

European Companies are 
leading the Way to Net-Zero

Final Mitigation Targets
2,000 largest companies in the world by annual revenue

Net-Zero Goals
Comparing the number of net zero targets 
over the past two and a half years.

% covered by 
Net-Zero targets

Mundo 
1.986

G7 
1.069

EU 
288

USA 
582

China 
265

RoW 
652

26%57%

79% 8%

37%47%

34%46%

88%10%

28%49%

100%80%60%40%20%0%

Net-Zero Targets No targetOther mitigation targets

Companies

Nations

1.0000 200 400 600 800

88% 92%

Emissions GDP (PPP)

•  According to Climate Action Tracker (CAT), 

74% of the countries that make up 
total global emissions have inadequate 
targets towards Net-Zero.

Source: Net-Zero Stocktake 2023. Source: Net-Zero Stocktake 2023. Source: Net-Zero Stocktake 2023.
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Companies as Drivers of 
Change Towards Net-zero
Reductions in Scope 3 emissions show regional variations, influenced by factors such as external pressures, 
governmental policies, resource availability, and geographical and cultural diversities. Despite these 
differences, the general trend is towards a greater commitment to sustainability in the private sector, with 
the increase in Asia being particularly noteworthy. This increase could be driven by pressure from global 
companies on their Asian suppliers to align with sustainability initiatives and set targets. This pressure will 
extend to all companies. In both the voluntary and regulatory spheres, actions are being aligned towards 
common objectives: reporting emissions and establishing sustainability commitments.

•  In 2022, the number of Asian companies setting 

a science-based target increased by 127%

•  96% of companies with SBTi-validated targets 
include Scope 3 (excluding SMEs and financial 
institutions).

“The number of companies engaged in net-zero 
action must increase from thousands to millions. 
The transition to net-zero is a challenge because 
of its scope and scale, but it is a necessary action 
that businesses can champion and lead. While 
companies may not have the perfect implementation 
plan yet, each step counts - and we must help 
remove obstacles to allow them to reach their 
sustainability goals. It is also essential to provide 
companies with flexible options to speed up their 
decarbonization process to reach net-zero goals.”

María Mendiluce 
CEO, We Mean Business Coalition

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2035 2040 2045 2050

100%

Average of Asia Average of Europa Average of Norteamérica

Average achievement of Scope 3 targets in SBTi - by region

Source: SBTi
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Urgent Challenges on the way to Net-Zero: 
Accelerating Scope 3 Initiatives
An evaluation of companies in ten sectors that had expected to have the highest estimated percentage of compliance by 2050, 
were analyzed to track actual progress towards achieving SBTi’s Scope 3 objectives – findings reveal that most of these companies 
will not achieve objectives. 

This situation is due to the fact that appropriate measures are not being implemented or not progressing at the expected pace. 
The companies show a lower degree of commitment in relation to Scope 3 and specific actions to reduce emissions are not 
yet fully defined, which adds uncertainty to the situation.

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Packaging Educational 
services

Machinery and 
electrical equipment

Food 
and basic 

necessities

Hospitality, catering, 
leisure and tourist 

services

Pharmaceuticals, 
biotechnology 

and life

Professional 
Services

Real Estate Software and 
services

Trading 
companies and 
distributors, and 
trade services 
and supplies

100%

2050 objectives Estimated achievement of 2050 goals

•  Despite increasing ambition and carbon neutrality 
targets set by many companies, progress in 
reducing Scope 3 emissions remains limited. 

Only 9% managed to reach their emissions 
targets. (Ecovadis, 2023).

Estimated achievement of 2050 goals
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Current Reality: Actors of Change
The reality of decarbonization across the supply chains of large companies, SMEs and financial institutions contains different aspects, but they 
are all part of the same challenge. The interviews and survey conducted for this report were aimed at these three groups with the objective of 
highlighting the interconnectedness of their roles in the process of decarbonizing the supply chain. We must also consider that these entities operate 
in a globalized world, where the role of public administration is fundamental to supporting the supply chain decarbonization journey.

A
dm

in
ist

ration Financial Sector
SMEs

Large Com
pa

ni
es

Push

Act

Digitalization

SMEs
As part of the supply chains of larger entities and given 
their contribution to Scope 3 emissions, it is crucial for 
SMEs to meet net-zero targets. Under the pressure of this 
transition, these companies will need help from larger 
entities and the public administration in collecting data, 
building capacity, and creating and sharing necessary 
technology.

Large Companies
Their active participation is critical 
because of their ability to lead by 
example, influence their suppliers, 
and ultimately catalyze meaningful 
change towards sustainability across 
the industry.

Administration
Establish regulations and standards  
that not only guide companies' actions, 
but also provide a legal framework that 
promotes the widespread adoption 
of sustainable practices and support 
through tax incentives, subsidies, and 
public aid.

Financial Sector
This sector is a financial vehicle that allows access 
to the investments and resources necessary to 
promote the adoption of sustainable practices in 
companies.

“90% of the industries 
in the world are SMEs, 
accounting for more than 
50% of employment.”

OCDE
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Profile of Companies Surveyed
Research was conducted for this report involving a representative 
group of more than 50 leading companies from a wide range of 
sectors. The conversations and data collected have provided a solid 
and reliable basis for the results and conclusions presented in this 
report and offer a comprehensive perspective on how companies 
are coping with the decarbonization of their supply chain.

The companies are catalysts for guiding the transition of their 
supply chain and include small-to-mid-sized enterprises as well 
as companies in the financial sector.

This survey covers 
a wide variety of sectors. 
The most represented are the agri-food 
and chemical industry sectors, each 
accounting for more than 10% of the 
responses.

Large global enterprises (>250 employees)

Large national enterprises (>250 employees)

International SMEs (<250 employees)

National SMEs (<250 employees)

National micro-SMEs (<10 employees)

4%

6%

5%

72%

13%

of the companies surveyed have 
a person or team dedicated to 
sustainable procurement

+ 60%
of the answers 
are from large 
companies

78%

of the responses 
are from SMEs 
and micro-SMEs

22%
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Scope 3: The Grey Zone on 
the Road to Climate Neutrality
Data sources show a diverse picture in the measurement of the corporate carbon 
footprint, as large companies and SMEs have different levels of maturity in the calculation 
of their greenhouse gas emissions.

Scope 3 accounts for the majority of reported emissions. 43% of survey respondents 
have not yet calculated their Scope 3 emissions. 

Incidentally, the other 57% of respondents who currently disclose Scope 3 emissions 
have more mature practices than the overall global average (only 41% of companies 
disclosing to CDP are reporting supply chain emissions). 

Note: compared to the 2021 WAS report (“Retos y oportunidades de la descarbonización 
para las empresas en España”), there is an increase of 18% in companies reporting 
Scope 3 emissions.

of large companies have 
calculated their carbon footprint

100%

of respondents have not 
calculated their Scope 3 emissions

43%
of those that do report their 
Scope 3 are large companies

94%

of SMEs have calculated 
their carbon footprint

75%

Scope 3 represents the vast majority of 
emissions reported by the companies surveyed

0% - 20%

60% - 80%

80% 
- 

100%

40% 
- 

60%
0%

10%

60%

70%

50%

40%

30%

20%

https://wasaction.com/uploads/conocimiento/esmkt12141j21-se-ebrochure-informe-cambio-climatico-was-ok.pdf
https://wasaction.com/uploads/conocimiento/esmkt12141j21-se-ebrochure-informe-cambio-climatico-was-ok.pdf
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Objectives and Commitments 
of the Companies Surveyed
In terms of setting greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction 
targets, survey results reflect a significant commitment to 
sustainability and the fight against climate change.

“Climate change is the most important and urgent ESG issue 
facing us today. 1.5°C is no longer a target, it is the limit and we 
all need to act to mitigate climate change.”

Elena Bou Bustamante Quality, Environment 
and CSR Manager, REVENGA Smart Solutions

of the companies surveyed 
(83% of large companies and 
75% of SMEs) have adopted 
a GHG emissions reduction 
target.

+ 80%
of the companies that 
have committed to, or with a 
set goal, have been validated 
by the SBTi (Science-Based 
Target initiative)

37%

No

Targets set 
and validated

Expected 
in 2023

Committed

N/A

At 
consideration

Yes

N/A

No

Have you joined the SBTi (Science-Based Target initiative)?
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Stakeholders’ Visions of Change

According to survey results: According to survey results: According to results from the report “Sustainable 
Finance as a Fuel to Action” (2022):

SBTi is encouraging financial institutions to more broadly 
adopt commitments because of the immense potential they 
have in reducing GHG emissions across entire sectors and 
economies.

There are currently 47 financial institutions in SBTi. 
Investors aim to build more resilient portfolios, which means 
better risk management and higher long-term returns.

SME lack: Key stages at the enterprise level: 

Financial entities 
that set targets 
in SBTi

2022

2021
1. Time

2. Knowledge

3.  Talent with training 
in sustainability

4. Financing 

5. Negotiation power

1. Measure and report your emissions
2. Have an emissions reduction target 
3. Have a transition plan 
4. Report progress against this target and plan

*  Significant growth in the number of SMEs setting targets (SMEs accounted 
for 58% of organizations setting targets in 2022 according to SBTi). 

calculate 
their carbon 
footprint

75%
report 
Scope 3

17%
have an 
emissions 
reduction

75%
have joined 
the SBTi 
initiative*

25%
calculate 
their carbon 
footprint

100%
report 
Scope 3

69%
have an 
emissions 
reduction

83%
have joined 
the SBTi 
initiative*

40%

SMEs Large Companies Financial Sector

“Our ability to influence our suppliers is 
limited, as our spending on them is not 
significant and many of them are large 
companies.”

Clara Arpa Azofra, CEO, 
ARPA Mobile Campaign Teams

“It is not sufficient to have an emissions 
reduction target (be it SBTi or SME Climate 
Hub), companies must have a transition plan. 
They must have a position consistent with these 
targets in their dialogue with governments and 
report their emissions in a transparent and 
comparable manner to international standards.”

María Mendiluce CEO We Mean Business

of companies see 
environmental impact as one 
of the main drivers for the 
introduction of ESG criteria into 
their investment decisions.

63%
of companies are 
focusing on climate 
impact in their 
sustainable investment 
programs.

90%

9 38

https://wasaction.com/uploads/conocimiento/001schneiderelectric-was-report-2022-final.pdf
https://wasaction.com/uploads/conocimiento/001schneiderelectric-was-report-2022-final.pdf
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Key Challenges
Achieving the global goal of net-zero carbon emissions by 2050 requires an agile and 
precise strategy. Overall, the results of the survey and interviews show that with limited 
time and high uncertainty, addressing Scope 3 emissions still involves numerous barriers. 
Despite challenges, most companies are beginning to strategize; a high percentage of 
companies are in the initial stages of Scope 3 involvement. This report highlights the 
variances that exist among different players in the supply chain, including SMEs.

of respondents agree that addressing 
Scope 3 is more challenging than 
Scopes 1 and 2, due to greater 
uncertainty and lack of direct control.

100%

Supply Chain 
Complexity

Regulatory 
Compliance

Need for 
Collaboration

Digitization, 
Technology 
& Innovation

Financing
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Supply Chain Complexity

“Our supply chain is characterized by its 
complexity, with a large number of suppliers, 
most of them non-recurring, a high degree of 
subcontracting, and a constant need to adapt to the 
requirements of each local market. In addition, our 
products are not manufactured in an industrialized 
manner. This scenario presents unique challenges 
on our path to decarbonization.”

Ana Peña Head of Sustainability, Climate 
Change and Environment, Ferrovial

“Our supply chain is globalized and with a 
great diversity of products, which increases 
its complexity. Having control of data is key to 
achieving levers and synergies with suppliers.” 

Cristina Sánchez Executive Director 
of Positive Impact, Leroy Merlin

Upstream emissions result from the production of a company's products or services, while downstream 
emissions come from their use and disposal.

With a lens on upstream emissions, globalization has increased the complexity of supply chains, 
making it difficult to track and manage carbon emissions at all stages throughout the cycle. For many 
companies, supply chain emissions are distributed among hundreds or thousands of suppliers in many 
different countries around the world. Oftentimes, suppliers do not remain constant, as some elements 
within the supplier network may change from year to year.

8 out of 10 respondents in this study describe their supply chain as highly complex due to factors such 
as globalization, geographic and supplier diversity, high dependence on some suppliers, and increasing 
demand. These factors complicate supply chain management and limit direct control of operations.

In addition, 24% of respondents from large companies and 25% from SMEs and micro-SMEs, have 
not yet analyzed the carbon footprint of their supply chain. This lack of analysis and control prevents 
the implementation of effective supply chain emissions reduction planning.

SMEs and micro-SMEs 
(<250 employees) 

Upstream 
Production 
(suppliers)

Downstream 
Use and Disposal 

(customers)

Large enterprises 
(>250 employees)

Missing data

47%

25%
28%

Types of suppliers involved in the supply chain
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The financial sector is the most affected by downstream 
emissions, with more than 90% of emissions associated 
with its customers.

Many financial institutions do not conduct climate scenario 
analysis, therefore, there is a need for better data collection 
and engagement with clients in transition plans.

CDP estimates that Scope 3 emissions by financial 
institutions are: 700 times higher than their direct 
emissions. According to the latest data from S&P 
Global's Corporate Sustainability Assessment, despite 
announcements of net-zero targets, less than 25% of 
financial institutions currently aim to reduce emissions 
across their supply chain.

The supply chain involves everyone from distributors and retailers to end 
consumers. Each of these customers may have different levels of commitment 
and ability to reduce emissions.

Reducing these emissions depends on the actions of third parties, 
such as consumer behavior or retailer policies.

Companies face difficulties in measuring and controlling downstream emissions, 
making it difficult to implement effective reduction strategies.

Investment in ecodesign and R&D can involve significant costs, 
time, associated risks and specialized technical capacity.

Diversity of actors

Reliance on third-party actions

Limited visibility and control

Need for high investments in product design and R&D

Supply Chain Complexity
For some sectors, the downstream supply chain is very long, making 
it particularly difficult to decarbonize. Managing these emissions 
presents a number of unique challenges: 
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Regulatory Compliance
Legal ambiguity, coupled with a lack of global harmonization and collaboration, 
is creating a climate of uncertainty as companies transition to supply chain 
decarbonization. Changing environmental regulations requires operational adjustments 
and increases the complexity of compliance.

Recently, the escalating wave of regulations, such as those seen in Europe with CSRD, 
EINF, and Taxonomy, is forcing companies to adapt their resources to be able to respond. 
While this poses a massive burden for large companies, SMEs perceive this as 
a challenge they cannot afford.

This complexity, combined with the pressure to comply with specific requirements at a 
national and/or regional level, places companies in uncertain scenarios where they often 
do not have enough time to adapt and execute the necessary changes.

•  75% of those interviewed highlighted that the regulatory 
pressure is one of the main factors that has prompted 
them to implement decarbonization strategies.

•  Both large companies and SMEs agree that more 
transparency, coherence and unification of parameters 
is necessary. 

•  More than 75% of the interviewees agree that the 
focus should be on incentivizing and channeling funds, 
rather than penalizing them. This approach would be 
much more dynamic and effective in driving change.

60% of CDP companies 
identify regulatory compliance 
as a potential risk
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“At PepsiCo, we are working steadily toward decarbonization by 2040. 
Regulation, infrastructure, energy mix and incentives, especially for the 
small and medium-sized companies that are part of our value chain, 
must accompany us on this journey.”

María Leiva SWE Sustainability Impact Manager, PepsiCo

“The current regulation is focused on penalizing non-compliance. 
Regulatory changes should also support and favor the areas that 
are developing and working effectively today. The human effort to 
understand and generate consortia is very high.”

Roberto García Torrente Sustainable Development 
Director, CAJAMAR

“Sustainable financing has a dynamic effect, driving the shift towards a low-
carbon economy. It is essential for public administration to have an active role 
in encouraging and facilitating this change.”

Beatriz Roa Tejero Sustainable Solutions Director, BBVA

“SMEs often feel overwhelmed by complex regulation as they have neither 
the resources nor the adequate knowledge to address this challenge. We 
cannot afford to let these companies fall behind on our path to sustainability.”

Nuria Mesonero Picazo Climate Change Section 
Coordinator, Typsa Group

What the Experts Say
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The Need for Collaboration
Companies cannot meet this challenge alone. 
Collaboration is the only way to achieve goals.

Resistance to change and lack of awareness about the importance of 
sustainability hinders the adoption of sustainable practices by all parties involved. 
As a result, less than 30% of the companies surveyed consider sustainability as 
a relevant factor in the selection of suppliers. In addition, reliance on suppliers 
that do not follow sustainable practices further hinders the reduction of Scope 3 
emissions. The need for collaboration with suppliers, customers and all supply 
chain partners is essential for effective decarbonization - which is a logistical and 
strategic challenge.

of the companies surveyed have not 
initiated any partnerships with the aim 
of decarbonizing their supply chain.56%

“On the road to decarbonization, it is no longer enough to just collaborate - 
we need to involve all stakeholders in the pursuit of common goals.” 

Delia García Sustainability and CSR Director, 
L'Oreal Spain and Portugal

“Our main challenge is to respond to our customers' needs, support them 
in their challenges and look for ways to optimize resources. To do this, it is 
essential to work closely with them.” 

Coral Erum CEO Americas and Asia, Erum Group

“BMI has already conducted Scope 3 emissions screening, recognizing 
that the carbon dioxide impact derived from its upstream supply chain 
is significant. For companies like BMI, engaging suppliers in driving 
decarbonization will be key in the coming years.”

Isabel Alonso de Armas Sustainability & Business Development 
Director, BMI Roofing Systems

“At Ilunion Hotels, the key challenge is to educate our suppliers about the 
importance of decarbonization. We need them to understand and act, not out 
of obligation, but out of conviction.” 

Elena Martin Cuesta Sustainability Director, Ilunion Hotels 
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Digitalization
Sustainability management and emissions reduction in the supply chain are 
hampered by a lack of accurate data, which hinders data-driven decision 
making.

Survey results highlighted that less than 6% of respondents have digital tools 
for measuring the carbon footprint of their suppliers. This addresses the need 
for accurate measurement and effective reporting to significantly advance 
supply chain emissions management.

“Carbon footprint is a new concept for many of our suppliers. Our main 
challenge is how to measure the emissions of the products we market. 
We lack accurate data and therefore have uncertainty in the calculations.” 

Yolanda Fernández Jiménez CSR and External Communications 
Manager, Alcampo 

“At Bayer, data measurement and verification are key elements. To this 
end, we are developing a hybrid model for Scope 3 that combines real 
and macro-economic data.”  

Daniel Schneiders Climate Program Manager, Bayer

•  More than 80% of respondents see digitalization 
as a key driver for supply chain decarbonization.

•  Only 33% of respondents have a system in place to measure 
the carbon footprint of their suppliers, and among these respondents,  

less than 6% use digital tools.
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Digitalization

31%
1

18.5%
1 - 5

81.5%
6 - 10

33%
1

36%
2

38%
2

18%
3

17%
3

16%
4

12%
4

Lack of data 

Lack of internal resources 

Lack of tools for 
calculation 

The companies surveyed for this report indicated that the 
lack of available data, access to tools, and internal resources 
prevent them from not calculating emissions.

How would you rate the availability 
of emissions data in your supply chain?

How would you rate the accuracy 
of emissions data in your supply chain?

To what extent does your organization consider digitalization 
as a key tool for the decarbonization of its supply chain?

Note: 1 (low), 4 (high).

Note: 1 (low), 10 (high).

Source: Surveys conducted by Schneider Electric
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Technology & Innovation
Supply chains face several challenges in the transition to sustainability – with significant 
sectoral differences: 

•  Lack of awareness of clean technologies: Many companies, especially SMEs, are not 
familiar with available technologies that could help them reduce their carbon footprint.

•  High investment in emerging technologies: For sectors that rely heavily on fossil fuels, 
transitioning to cleaner technologies, such as green hydrogen or biofuels, may require 
significant investment in the development of new technologies.

•  Variable clean energy: The availability of renewable energy sources can vary considerably 
depending on geographic location, adding a layer of complexity and requiring solutions 
tailored to local circumstances.

•  Need for grid infrastructure: With the transition to clean energy, more investment in the 
development of grid infrastructure is required to support these new energy sources. 
This includes the need to address additional costs for infrastructure and system support 
investments.

•  Geographic concentration of clean technology production: Current supply chains for clean 
energy technologies present risks due to the high geographic concentration of resource 
mining and for the manufacturing of technologies. For technologies such as solar panels, 
wind power, electric vehicle batteries, electrolyzers and heat pumps, three countries account 
for at least 70% of manufacturing capacity for such technologies, with China dominating 
all of them. In addition, the mining of critical minerals is concentrated in a small number of 
countries.

Carbon Capture
Capture carbon and 
recycle it or store it 
underground

New business 
models
Innovative strategies 
to generate revenue 
and keep companies 
competitive in the 
market

New production 
processes
Innovative methods to 
manufacture products 
more efficiently and 
sustainably

Renewable energy
Energy derived 
from natural sources 
(solar wind, etc.)

Electrification
Converting an energy 
source to electricity

Energy Efficiency 
& Materials 
Lower energy consumption 
in processes and reduced 
material usage

Circular Economy
Create new 
products by 
re-using materials

Available today Available in 5-10 years

Solutions based 
on nature
Avoiding 
deforestation, 
more sustainable 
agriculture

Elimination  
of fossil fuels
Transport: Switch to 
green fuels, batteries, 
green hydrogen

Levers to reduce supply chain emissions:
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“Decarbonization presents a significant innovation challenge. It forces us to 
adapt to market realities, our customers' needs and our own capabilities. We 
are changing the way we do things, identifying opportunities in the midst of 
these challenges. This is a challenge that drives us to improve and constantly 
seek new solutions for our business.” 

Ernesto Barceló 
Chief ESG Officer, Gestamp

“Industrial heat production is a key source of greenhouse gas emissions 
but is often referred to as ‘hard-to-abate’ when it comes to decarbonization. 
Electrification can be a game changer, with many decarbonized process 
heating technologies presenting attractive options for businesses to move 
toward net-zero industrial heat.” 

Fabien Chêne 
Head of Sustainability Business Europe, Schneider Electric

“At BASF, we face a two-fold challenge in decarbonizing our value chain. 
Upstream, we must address our dependence on fossil resources, which are 
a significant part of our raw materials. Downstream, we have a responsibility 
to design products that not only have a low carbon footprint, but also help 
our customers and end consumers reduce their own carbon footprint. This 
challenge drives us to constantly innovate and seek solutions that benefit both 
our company and society as a whole.”

Carles Navarro Managing Director, BASF Española

What the Experts Say
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Financing
According to the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD), 
climate change and environmental degradation represent significant financial risks. 
Climate inaction could cost the global economy $178 trillion over the next 50 years. 
In addition, natural resource depletion threatens to affect half of the world's GDP. As a 
result, regulators and investors are increasingly demanding that companies integrate 
climate and environmental considerations into their corporate decisions.

Meanwhile, supply chain decarbonization challenges prevail, with access to finance 
being a key barrier to Scope 3 progress. Significant upfront costs, lack of strong 
financial incentives, and the tendency of investors to focus on short-term goals are major 
barriers. In addition, lack of support and transparency as well as the complexity of 
bureaucratic procedures, has led to uncertainty for companies seeking to respond to the 
growing demand for more efficient and environmentally-friendly solutions.

The need for financing is positioned as a fundamental pillar to support companies' 
ambitions on their journey towards a more sustainable supply chain.

40% 40%20%

FinancingDigital Tool Training

of SMEs and micro-SMEs surveyed said they need financing to 
help them decarbonize their supply chain. They rank this need 
for financing at the same level as the need for digital tools.

40% 

Life is On | Schneider Electric

What type of support do you require to help 
decarbonize the supply chain?

Source: Surveys conducted by Schneider Electric.

https://events.wbcsd.org/virtual-meetings/project/embedding-climate-nature-into-corporate-decision-making-tcfd-reference-scenarios-tnfd-piloting-enhanced-risk-management/
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“After years of working on the efficiency of internal processes linked 
to Scopes 1 and 2, now the real challenge is to continue with the 
decarbonization of Scope 3. This requires significant changes in both the 
business model and financing so that it is a transformation that permeates 
the entire value chain.”

Charo Saavedra Sustainable Development Manager Iberia, 
DANONE

“Supply chain decarbonization is essential for the real decarbonization 
of the economy. Supporting SMEs in this challenge is a priority today. 
Support in terms of knowledge, tools and access to financing is required.” 

Mónica Chao President, Women Action Sustainability

“In Iberia most of BMI local suppliers are SMEs, often with limited 
resources, which need simplified processes and easier access to public 
funding to make progress on sustainability topics.”

Isabel Alonso de Armas Sustainability & Business Development 
Director, BMI Roofing Systems

“To boost financing in the current regulatory context, simplification, 
standardization, and harmonization are levers that need to be activated. 
Current requirements can be complex and often represent a challenge for 
SMEs. This is essential if regulation is to translate into a mobilization of funds 
in favor of sustainability.” 

Marta Aisa Blanco Responsible Banking and Sustainability 
Director, Banco Santander Spain

“In the tourism sector, sustainability and profitability have to go hand in hand. It 
is essential to understand that we will either exist sustainably, or we won't exist.”

Javier Villanueva CEO, Silken Hotels

What the Experts Say
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Decarbonization Levers
Of all companies surveyed, more than 95% have started to implement an action plan to achieve decarbonization and have identified key areas that require 
specific measures to reduce emissions. Compared to other companies globally, the degree of maturity and initiatives undertaken by these respondents is high. 

Below is a ranking of the decarbonization levers identified by respondents:

Carbon 
footprint

Scopes
1 & 2

Scope 3

13%

15%

12%

11%

11.5%

8%

8%

9,5%

6,5%

5,5%

Energy 
Efficiency

Current 
situation

Transport 
and Mobility

Renewable
Energy

Collaboration
with Suppliers

Circular
Economy

Electrification

Technological 
Innovation

Sustainable 
Procurement

Compensation

New Business 
Models

Running operations more 
efficiently

Reduce

Offsetting emissions that 
cannot otherwise be 
reduced

Compensate

Switching from carbon-
intensive energy sources to 
low-carbon ones

Replace

Engaging the supply chain 
to drive decarbonization

Compromise

Meeting Emission Reduction Targets
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Partnerships

“We explore strategic partnerships and pilot projects with companies in renewable energy and 
steel industries to drive decarbonization and foster the transition to low-emission materials. 
These partnerships are fundamental to our sustainability strategy and we look forward to 
expanding them in the future.”

Ana Peña Head of Sustainability, Climate Change and Environment, Ferrovial

“Sustainability is essential to the viability of the tourism sector. We are establishing strategic 
alliances to accelerate our progress towards sustainability at the sector level.” 

Javier Villanueva CEO, Silken Hoteles

“The partnerships we have developed with the acquisition of Gescrab, with suppliers such as 
Arcelor and our sector partnerships with Sernauto, are critical to decarbonizing our supply 
chain. These alliances allow us to share knowledge, technology and investment, which helps 
us to move faster in our commitment.” 

Ernesto Barceló Corporate ESG Director, Gestamp

Partnerships drive decarbonization efforts through the sharing of knowledge, influence across 
the supply chain, achieving economies of scale, and mitigating risks. Alliances need to occur at 
all levels to have a real impact on the supply chain.

Which of the following partners have you formed 
alliances with to decarbonize the supply chain?

Providers

Consulting 
firms

Public entities or 
associations

Investors

Other companies 
in the industry

Clients

36%

16%

12%

6%

6%

24%

36% of respondents 
have partnered with 
their suppliers to 
decarbonize their 
supply chain.
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Supplier Engagement
Companies' emissions occur throughout their supply chain, from the extraction of raw materials to the 
distribution of products. Carbon emission reduction can be achieved by:

44% of survey respondents have a 
supplier engagement program in place.

Working with 
suppliers to develop 
sustainable solutions

Setting 
emission 
reduction 
targets for 
suppliers

Providing 
technical 
and financial 
assistance to 
suppliers to help 
them meet their 
decarbonization 
goals
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“To decarbonize the supply chain, we need the 
collaboration of all stakeholders. Through the 
initiative “Together for sustainability Industry”, we 
are working with our suppliers to develop a data 
standard that facilitates the measurement of their 
emissions. This standard is an essential step 
towards achieving our decarbonization goals.”

Daniel Schneiders Director Climate 
Program, Bayer

“We are transforming our entire value chain, starting 
at the source with our dairy farmers with whom 
we have been working for more than five years 
to implement calculation tools and CO2 emission 
reduction projects on their farms. Now we are going 
one step further and by working together, we have 
set a target of reducing our methane emissions for 
fresh milk production by 30%.”

Charo Saavedra Sustainable Development 
Manager, Iberia, Danone

“At L'Oreal Spain, we have helped hairdressers we collaborate 
with get access to renewable energy that they could not 
access because they are SMEs.”

Delia García Sustainability and CSR Director, L'Oreal 
Spain and Portugal

“At Leroy Merlin we work closely with our suppliers from 
conception to the development of products so that they are 
sustainable from the beginning through this eco-design 
creation.”

Cristina Sánchez Director Sustainability and Positive 
Impact, Leroy Merlin

“The energy transition offers great opportunities for 
collaboration that we must seize. The contribution of 
companies to decarbonize is multiplied if we promote new 
alliances and collaborations throughout the value chain.”

Olalla del Río Head of Sustainability and Energy 
Transition, Cepsa

“We are proud to have already 
reduced CO2 emissions in 
Scope 3 by 19% in Spain since 
2019. Despite this progress, 
we are aware that we have to 
go further. We are working with 
our partners from large and 
small-to-mid-sized companies 
to help raise awareness about 
the importance of this path, so 
we can create a solution to this 
challenge that we can all share.”

Carmen Lara 
Corporate Communications 
& Sustainability, Bayer Spain

What the Experts Say

https://www.tfs-initiative.com/#:~:text=Together%20for%20Sustainability%20(TfS)%20is,and%20their%20suppliers'%20%E2%80%93%20operations
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Commitment to Suppliers

“At BASF, we see decarbonization as an opportunity to 
innovate and create low-carbon products that help our 
customers reduce their own footprint. In the future, those 
who cannot propose sustainable solutions will not be able to 
compete.” 

Carles Navarro General Manager, BASF Spain

“At Alcampo, we cannot decarbonize our supply chain 
alone. That is why we are committed to collaborating with 
our stakeholders in general and our suppliers in particular 
through our Alianzas por la Descarbonización program.” 

Yolanda Fernández Jiménez Director of CSR and 
External Communications, Alcampo

“Our goal is to reach 100% by 2025. We are working in 
coordination with our suppliers through CDP to mitigate 
emissions in the supply chain. Together, we are facing 
the challenge of making renewable energy available 
at an attractive price to our customers so that we can 
help European Mobile Operators contribute to the 
decarbonization of the Telco sector.” 

Mila Rey Porto Head of Energy, Cellnex

The companies surveyed have initiated 
the following commitments with their suppliers:

Increase suppliers' 
awareness on 
sustainability 
issues (training 
and awareness)

Measure the carbon 
footprint of suppliers

Work with suppliers 
on the specification 
or development of 
sustainable products/
business models 

Promote a common 
program with suppliers 
to enable supply 
chain optimization and 
compliance with regulatory 
requirements

Life is On | Schneider Electric

Promote transparency 
and disclosure of 
information related 
to suppliers (e.g. 
CSDR reporting, ESG 
performance reporting, 
Ecovadis, CDP, EINF 
audit, etc.)

Get suppliers to 
commit, set GHG 
emission reduction 
targets, and join 
initiatives such as SBTi, 
CDP or RE100

Provide support 
and services to 
help sustain the 
process of supplier 
transformation

Shape agreements 
with suppliers and 
lead negotiations 
with them to 
promote their 
commitment to 
reduce emissions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?embeds_referring_euri=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dalianzas%2Bpor%2Bla%2Bdescarbonizacion%2Balcampo%26rlz%3D1C1GCEJ_enES1022ES1022%26oq%3Dalianzas%2Bpor%2Bla%2Bdescarbon&source_ve_path=MTY0NTA2LDI4NjY0LDE2NDUwMw&feature=emb_share&v=9fBwQR4ycio
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Digitalization, Technology and Innovation
The transition to a decarbonized global economy involves significant investments in digitalization, 
innovation, and infrastructure. In return, it offers the possibility of reducing the cost of energy, 
improving efficiency, and reducing the volatility of the energy system.

•  Improve visibility and control of the 
supply chain.

•  Make emissions reduction 
decisions based on real-time data.

•  Implement solutions to reduce 
emissions through better 
management of energy data.

•  Incorporate intelligent energy 
management systems.

Digitalization Technology 
& Innovation

•  Implement new clean energy 
technologies (green hydrogen, 
energy storage, CCU) and 
improved sustainable processes.

•  Create new sustainable business 
models that integrate circularity 
into processes and services.

•  Support customers by providing 
products and services that reduce 
emissions in their own operations 
(eco-design and use-phase 
efficiency).

•  Integrate renewable energy 
sources into operations.
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“Momentum is growing and clean energy is getting cheaper every year. It's time to set deadlines for the end 
of fossil fuel use, integrating the deadline into our transition plans, and ensuring a just transition for workers 
in these industries. We must accelerate the decarbonization of the electricity grid and map out national 
decarbonization pathways for the most challenging sectors. The focus must be on shifting away from 
investments in fossil fuels and accelerating the use of renewables and investing in efficiency. These are the 
next steps to reaching climate goals.”  

María Mendiluce CEO, We Mean Business Coalition

“Real-time data is a basic and 
indispensable tool for improving processes 
and efficiency. It is key to information 
management and traceability, allowing 
us to pinpoint the origin of our carbon 
footprint. In addition, the use of artificial 
intelligence and supercomputing allows 
us to develop new, more sustainable 
products.”

Carles Navarro Director General, 
BASF Spain

“Digitalization and artificial intelligence 
are key tools in our decarbonization 
process. They allow us to optimize our 
logistics and transportation models, thus 
reducing our emissions footprint.” 

Coral Erum CEO Americas and 
Asia, Erum Group

What the Experts Say
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Digitalization and Technology: Available 
and Affordable Catalysts for Change
Digitization, electrification, and new technologies are critical in our fight against climate change. There are tools and 
technologies that are readily-available to measure, track and reduce Scope 3 emissions more quickly and effectively.

40% of all emissions in the supply chain can be eliminated with measures such as electrification, efficiency, renewable 
energy, and circularity.

Agroalimentary Textile Energy Financial Real Estate Education Automotive Construction Mobility & 
Transport

Services 
Sector

Retail

Availability and level of strategies based on results from companies surveyed 
by select industries of operation

Available in 1-4 years Available in 5-10 years Available today

C
om

pa
ni

es
 

su
rv

ey
ed

* Information drawn based on Schneider Electric's 
experience and knowledge

G
lo

ba
l 

S
ec

to
rs

*

48%

34%

100%

47% 33% 61%63%
40%

35% 56%
33%38%

60%

19% 11% 11%17%

•  Decarbonization 
of energy supply

•  Process 
electrification

•  Demand 
optimization 
(efficiency and 
circularity)

3 transformations 
required on the path 
to net zero by 2050

45%
30%

25%
% impact of key transformations 
in decarbonization

50%

44%

6%

45%

36%

18%

20% 5% 20% 25% 15% 10% 15% 15% 10% 65% 15%

45% 25% 40% 30% 40% 55% 40% 30% 55% 15% 40%

35% 70% 40% 45% 45% 35% 45% 55% 35% 20% 45%

40%
67%

40%

33%
20%
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Financing
The 2022 Sustainable Finance as a Fuel to Action report already highlighted the role 
of the financial sector as a driver of systemic-level change to support sustainable 
transformation. Financial institutions can have a significant impact by unlocking capital, 
providing guidance and tools, and offering ESG-linked products (such as loans and 
bonds) to support transition activities. 

To build a financial sector that can fully support sustainability goals, it is essential that 
the public sector promotes a clear legal framework that ensures investor confidence in 
environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) aspects, as well as strong fiscal 
incentives that drive the implementation of these transition plans. 

Finally, it is critical that large companies recognize the importance of supporting SMEs, 
which are part of their supply chains and generally lack the economic and technical 
capacity to carry out their own sustainable initiatives. Without this pull factor, it will be 
impossible to achieve climate neutrality.

Have experienced financial benefits 
from the decarbonization of their 

supply chain (43% of large companies 
and 8% of SMEs).

Have experienced increased demand 
for information on the decarbonization 
of their supply chain from investors and/
or financial institutions (83% of large 
companies and 42% of SMEs).

State that financing conditions have 
been more favorable for projects 

that include sustainability aspects as 
compared to those that did not include 

such requirements.

35% 74%

26%

Survey Results

“The financial sector and large companies have a significant 
role in sustainability. Large companies can have a pull effect on 
SMEs, guiding them and giving them economic and technical 
support towards more sustainable practices.” 

Roberto García Torrente Sustainable Development 
Director, Cajamar

“The combination of efforts and the efficient allocation of capital and financing 
is essential to achieving this goal. Sustainable finance has a catalytic role in 
ensuring the more sustainable allocation of resources and the more accurate 
representation of risks and opportunities, taking into account social and 
environmental aspects.” 

Marta Aisa Blanco Responsible Banking and Sustainability 
Director, Banco Santander

https://wasaction.com/uploads/conocimiento/001schneiderelectric-was-report-2022-final.pdf
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Partnerships

Public initiatives 
•  Race to-Zero: United Nations-led initiative promoting 

a coalition of leading net zero emissions initiatives, 
representing thousands of government actors, companies, 
and financial institutions.

•  Blackcycle: European project to design new tires from  
end-of-life tires.

Private initiatives 
•  Energize: The world's leading pharmaceutical companies 

are helping hundreds of suppliers they collaborate with to 
gain access to renewable energy purchases. 

•  The Climate pledge 1.5: Co-founded by Global Optimism 
and Amazon, it is driven by 445 companies in 38 countries 
around the world to achieve net-zero carbon emissions 
by 2040. Among them are Iberdrola, Schneider Electric, 
Prologis, ARPA, P&G, Telefónica and Heineken.

https://unfccc.int/climate-action/race-to-zero-campaign
https://blackcycle-project.eu/about-the-project/
https://hub.zeigo.com/energize
https://www.theclimatepledge.com/
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Financing

Creation of sustainable 
investment products 
•  Banco Santander: Has created Santander Green 

Investment, a new platform for acquiring and investing in 
renewable energy projects in Spain. It has also aligned its 
portfolios to achieve net-zero by 2050.

•  BBVA: Promotes sustainable investment through different 
products for individuals and companies, as well as 
wholesale financing, being the first Spanish bank to issue 
green bonds.

Supplier financing and education
•  Cajamar: Collaborates with farmers through financing and 

education actions to promote sustainable and profitable 
agriculture  Agrosostenibilidad.

https://www.santander.com/es/sala-de-comunicacion/notas-de-prensa/2022/03/santander-crea-santander-green-investment-una-nueva-plataforma-para-invertir-en-proyectos-de-energias-renovables-en-espana
https://www.santander.com/es/sala-de-comunicacion/notas-de-prensa/2022/03/santander-crea-santander-green-investment-una-nueva-plataforma-para-invertir-en-proyectos-de-energias-renovables-en-espana
https://www.santander.com/es/sala-de-comunicacion/notas-de-prensa/2021/02/santander-fija-sus-primeros-objetivos-de-descarbonizacion-con-la-ambicion-de-reducir-a-cero-sus-emisiones-en-2050
https://www.santander.com/es/sala-de-comunicacion/notas-de-prensa/2021/02/santander-fija-sus-primeros-objetivos-de-descarbonizacion-con-la-ambicion-de-reducir-a-cero-sus-emisiones-en-2050
https://www.bbva.com/es/sostenibilidad/productos-sostenibles-de-bbva-para-un-futuro-verde/
https://www.cajamar.es/es/agroalimentario/innovacion/investigacion/agrosostenibilidad/proyectos/sostenibilidad/
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Supplier engagement

Access to renewables 
•  L'Oréal: Through its Spread the Green Vibes program 

helps suppliers around the world by training programs and 
providing access to renewable energy for their entire supply 
chain.

•  PepsiCo: Launched its pep+ REnew program to help its 
suppliers access renewable energy procurement.

•  Microplásticos: Gains access to renewable energy 
procurement through Schneider Electric commitment to its 
supply chain.

Supplier training and  

capacity building 
•  BASF & Grupo Antolin: Together with other companies 

promote the United Nations Global Compact's Sustainable 
Supplier Training Program aimed at SMEs to help them in 
their sustainability training. 

•  Beiersdorf: Collaborate with local suppliers through 
Women in Circularity program by training local women 
entrepreneurs on circularity and establishing local plastic 
recycling infrastructure. 

•  Almirall SA: Through their Supplier Engagement Program 
monitor their suppliers to support them in their sustainability 
commitments.

•  Danone: Promotes sustainability in its livestock farms 
through regenerative agriculture actions and proximity to 
food to reduce its farmers' emissions by 25%.

Supplier incentives 
•  CEPSA: has a comprehensive supplier plan, including 

incentives such as WePioneer recognition program.

•  Ferrovial: collaborates with its suppliers to contribute to 
improving processes and adding value.

https://www.loreal-finance.com/en/annual-report-2022/a-responsive-and-responsible-supply-chain/
https://www.pepsico.com/our-stories/story/pepsico-introduces-innovative-clean-electricity-program-pep-renew
https://perspectives.se.com/blog-stream/schneider-electric-and-micropl%C3%A1sticos-work-together-to-decarbonize-supply-chain
https://www.pactomundial.org/sustainablesuppliers/signup/
https://www.pactomundial.org/sustainablesuppliers/signup/
https://www.beiersdorf.com/sustainability/society/care-beyond-skin-beiersdorfs-international-covid-19-aid-program/women-in-circularity
https://www.almirall.com/newsroom/news/almirall-s-roadmap-to-a-more-sustainable-future
https://www.danoneespana.es/noticias/noticias-destacadas/Ganaderos-y-Danone-una-alianza-sostenible.html
https://www.cepsa.com/es/wepioneer
https://www.ferrovial.com/es-es/sostenibilidad/social/cadena-suministros/
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Digitalization

Digital tools to help decarbonization
•  Supplier Cascade 

• SME Climate Hub

•  Zeigo

•  Dcycle

•  Bayer: Creates the digital tool ImpacTest to help its 
suppliers to measure and monitor the footprint of their 
suppliers.

•  Enagas: Relies on digital technologies to verify and track 
the sustainability compliance of its suppliers.

•  Resource Advisor

https://www.wemeanbusinesscoalition.org/business/the-supplier-cascade/
https://smeclimatehub.org/
https://www.zeigo.com/zeigo-activate/
https://es.dcycle.io/
https://www.bayer.com/es/es/espana-bayer-impactest-herramienta-reduccion-emisiones-proveedores
https://www.enagas.es/es/conocenos/proveedores/
https://www.resourceadvisor.com/
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Innovation & Technology

Hydrogen 
•  PepsiCo & Fertiberia: Launched a pioneering program to reduce emissions in potato 

cultivation through the use of Impact-Zero fertilizers from green hydrogen  
and precision agriculture.

•  Arpa Equipos Móviles de Campaña: Bets on hydrogen by establishing the first 
hydrogen plant for public use in Aragón.

•  Enagás: Launches Call For Interest process for the first axes  
of the Spanish Hydrogen Backbone.

Renewable raw materials 
•  BASF: Includes renewable raw materials through life cycle analysis  

in its production chain.

•  Michelin: Introduces resin of circular origin in its production chain through Resicare.

Use of biofuels 
•  Freixenet: Collaborates in a pilot test with Repsol, Serveto, and Scania to contribute to 

the decarbonization of freight transport through the use of renewable biofuels.

Circularity 
•  ACCIONA and AENA: Collaborate through the use of low-emission circular steel in the 

remodeling and expansion of the Son Sant Joan airport.

•  BRITA IBERIA: Uses bio-based plastic that comes only from the residues 
of other processes.  

•  Signus: Uses recycled materials from end-of-life tires 

•  Schneider Electric and Enagás: District Cooling Project, an innovative system that takes 
advantage of the residual cold produced in the regasification process of the Enagás 
plant in Barcelona for the air conditioning of facilities such as Mercabarna or the port of 
Barcelona.

Innovation in materials and eco-design 
•  Roca Group: Collaborates with its suppliers in materials innovation and eco-design . 

•  Puig: Includes eco-design and innovation throughout its value  
chain through the SPICE tool.

https://www.fertiberia.com/alianza-para-la-utilizacion-de-fertilizantes-a-partir-de-hidrogeno-verde/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=hidrogenera&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A7127564549985026048
https://www.enagas.es/es/sala-comunicacion/actualidad/notas-prensa/call-for-interest-red-troncal-hidrogeno/
https://www.basf.com/global/en/who-we-are/sustainability/we-source-responsibly/renewable-raw-materials.html
https://www.michelin.com/en/press-releases/resicare-new-responsible-adhesives-find-uses-beyond-the-tire/
https://www.freixenet.es/es/descubre-freixenet/noticias/freixenet-repsol-y-serveto-inician-una-prueba-piloto-con-combustible-renovable-para-reducir-un-85-las-emisiones-de-c02
https://www.acciona.com/es/actualidad/noticias/acciona-utilizara-acero-circular-bajas-emisiones-ampliacion-aeropuerto-palma-mallorca/?_adin=02021864894
https://www.brita.es/sostenibilidad
https://www.signus.es/sello/empresas-comprometidas.html#empresas-comprometidas
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/schneider-electric_los-ganadores-de-los-ii-premios-de-el-peri%C3%B3dico-activity-7114942186848202752-kv59/?trk=public_profile_like_view&originalSubdomain=es
https://rocagroup.com/memoria_roca_2022/Downloads/Annual_Report_ROCA_GROUP_2022.pdf
https://www.puig.com/webroot/downloads/our-commitments/Puig_Politica_de_Residuos_ES.pdf
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•  Define a strategy with clear and tangible objectives.

•  Evaluate and establish value chain baselines: 

 -  Compile and validate Scope 3  
emissions inventory.

 -  Set objectives and targets, benchmarked  
against your industry and quantifiable by science.

•  Design a strategic program with governance, 
establishing defined responsibilities and economic 
incentives for employees within the organization 

•  Identify and prioritize those actors in the supply 
chain that contribute the greatest amount of 
emissions

•  Integrate ESG criteria in supplier selection.

•  Incentivize your supply chain by sharing best 
practices, training, and digital tools to help them 
build their decarbonization action plan. 
 
This can include:

 -  Developing new capabilities and strategies. 

 -  Aggregation of renewable energy, support in energy 
efficiency projects, electrification, carbon offsetting 
strategy.

 -  Creating collaborative spaces  
to share information and learning.

•  Work with your supply chain on innovation to develop 
new processes, products, and circular services that 
accelerate the transition to sustainability, especially 
downstream.

•  Collect and report information centrally 
for effective performance tracking and risk 
management

•  Inform internal and external stakeholders on 
progress regarding program objectives and 
successes.

•  Engage all stakeholders in the ecosystem, 
including industry associations, industry 
companies, public administration, among others.

•  Constantly adjust, optimize, and expand the 
supply chain strategy. 

Build a prioritization and 
data-driven strategy

Drive participation and  
take action on supply chain 
initiatives

Follow up and adapt the 
strategy by involving the 
ecosystem

Recommendations for large companies
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Recomendations for SMEs

Steps to transform commitments into action

Action Drivers 

Define the emissions’ 
baseline

Establish reduction 
objectives 

Implement strategies 
and solutions aligned 
with decarbonization 
objectives

Report results, maintain 
progress, and optimize 
decarbonization 
solutions

Green financing PartnershipsDigital tools

Ask for grants and financial incentives offered to 
SMEs by public institutions and banks. 

Use loans, sustainable credits or green savings 
accounts that promote energy efficiency 
improvements, access to clean technologies and 
renewable energies.

Use dedicated SME tools to calculate, measure, 
and analyze the carbon footprint. Establish the 
baseline and define decarbonization goals, following 
customized action plans.

Use digital tools that put you in contact with solution 
providers in your geographical area.

Participate in collaborative spaces with your 
suppliers and customers. Partnerships are key to 
expanding resources, sharing costs and accessing 
knowledge and technologies and staying ahead of 
regulatory compliance.

Leverage support from larger companies and 
financial institutions that offer training.
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Recommendations for the financial sector 

The financial sector is an important catalyst for change

Define and adapt a strategy for sustainable impact

Define an ESG strategy at all stages of the investment cycle (from 
preliminary analysis and due diligence, to ownership and exit strategy), 
which includes assessing and managing the supply chain impacts of 
portfolio companies.

Set ambitious and up-to-date objectives

Set targets in line with best practices and industry-specific 
requirements, leveraging, where possible, regulatory frameworks 
that address supply chain impacts (CSRD, CSDD, etc.).

Navigate pathways to net-zero - sector-by-sector

Each sector has its own varying technological pathways, capabilities, 
and implementation timelines. Examine the routes to carbon neutrality 
for each sector individually, as well as their collective impact, in the short, 
medium, and long term.

Take realistic actions to finance decarbonization

Provide access to capital through financing tools linked  
to long-term sustainability.

Improve data quality

Understand and promote improvements to the quality of financial  
portfolio supply chain data, providing access to tools and resources,  
especially for SMEs.

Align with relevant stakeholders

Create a governance structure of investees to integrate potential 
material supply chain impacts into the overall transition plan.
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Recommendations for public administration

•  Simplify public procurement 
processes.

•  Facilitate access to financing 
for SMEs in sustainability 
issues (“Next Generation EU” 
funds).

•  Simplify the processing of 
clean energy projects or 
building renovation projects.

•  Harmonize disclosure and 
measurement standards to 
facilitate emissions monitoring 
in line with international 
standards (Taxonomy, NFR, 
TCFD) and ensure consistency 
with other regions.

•  Implement sustainable 
policies and practices in 
their own operations and 
set clear and demanding 
standards in their 
procurement processes. 

•  Regulatory policies should 
encourage incentives rather 
than penalties, thereby 
creating a more dynamic 
and resilient ecosystem.

•  Promote sustainability 
education for SMEs to 
provide them with the 
knowledge and tools 
necessary to implement 
sustainable practices in 
their operations.

•  Establish public-private 
partnerships to mobilize 
significant financial 
resources to drive the 
adoption of large-scale 
sustainable solutions. 
This involves reforming 
financial policy and 
investment financial policy. 
The investment frameworks 
attract private capital and 
align business models with 
the Paris Agreement goals.

•  Encourage the 
implementation of new 
technologies and innovation 
through a favorable 
regulatory framework, 
provide financial 
incentives, and support 
research and development 
so that companies can 
maintain their competitive 
status vis-à-vis other 
companies.

Lead by 
example

Simplify 
processes

Empower 
SMEs

Mobilize 
capital

Facilitate access 
to technology
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ACCIONA Edith Guedella Bustamante, Head of Sustainability. Construction
ALMIRALL SA Marta Candales, Procurement Center of Excellence Manager
AMPER Rosalia Gil-Albarellos Marcos, Director of Sustainability
BORGES INTERNATIONAL GROUP Anna Cosconera, CSR
BRITA IBERIA Clare López-Wright, Managing Director
CORPORACION JEALSA Marga Hermo, Director of Institutional Relations
EDF IBERICA Ana Gil, CEO
EDICIONES CONDÉ NAST María de las Mercedes Puerta Alvaro, Head of Sustainability
EL CORTE INGLÉS, SA Brezo Tejerina Alba, Head of Sustainability
ENAGÁS Elena Blanco Lozano, Sustainability and Environment Manager
FERTIBERIA Andrea Sánchez Krellenberg, Head of Sustainability
FLUIDRA Carla Coloma, ESG Director
FREIXENET S.A Gloria Martí de la Llave, Head of Sustainability
FUNDACIÓN ESADE Sheila Herrero Sansano, Director of Operations
GMP PROPERTY SOCIMI Silvia Llanes Gómez, Director of ESG and Innovation
GRIFOLS Albert Salas Dalmau, Director of Energy and Environment
GRUPO CONSTRUCIA Oscar Pisano Diez, Purchasing Director
ILUNION LAVANDERIAS Isabel Ordinas Sanjuan, Director of Innovation and Engineering
LOPESAN Elizabeth Socorro Suárez, Head of MA and Sustainability
MICHELIN ESPAÑA PORTUGAL, S.A. Hugo Ureta Alonso and José Saura Vinssac, Institutional Relations
MICROPLASTICOS SA Frederico Pais, CEO
NATRA Joaquín Muñoz, Chief Sustainability Officer
NEST SOLUTIONS Monica Muriel Zurita, CEO
PALLADIUM HOTEL GROUP Gloria Juste, Chief Sustainability Officer
PARQUES REUNIDOS  Isidora Diaz Heredia, Chief Sustainability and HSE Officer 

Javier Luengo, Head of Environmental Sustainability
POWER ROBOTICS Nuria Capdevila Roig, CEO
PUIG, S.A. Mª Antonia Ruiz Arteta, Director of Sustainability 
REPSOL Angela Esteban, Sr. Climate Advisor
REVISTA ETHIC (Corrientes Circulares SL)- Sandra Gallego Salvà, Founding Partner / Creative Director
ROCA SANITARIO Franscisco del Valle, Supply Chain Decarbonization Director
SIGNUS Isabel López-Rivadulla Sández, Director of Communications
TAISI JOSÉ MARÍA LAZARO, S.A.- Alberto Pablo Torres, Head of Sustainability
TIMELESS NATURA Mercedes García de Vinuesa, Executive Director
WORLD2MEET Ana Garccía, Marketing Director
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BANCO SANTANDER ESPAÑA Marta Aisa, Head of Responsible Banking
BASF ESPAÑOLA SL  Carles Navarro Vigo, Managing Director 

Xavier Ribera, Director of Communication & Sustainability
BAYER  Daniel Schneiders, Director Climate Program 

Carmen Lara, Responsible for the strategic management and coordination  
of Bayer's Corporate Communications plan in Spain

BBVA ESPAÑA  Antoni Ballabriga, Global Head Responsible Business 
Beatriz Roa Tejero, Sustainable Solutions Director

BMI GROUP Isabel Alonso de Armas, Sustainability & Business Development Director
CAJAMAR  Roberto García Torrente, Sustainable Development Director 
CELLNEX  Mila Rey Porto, Global Head of Energy  

M.Àngels Ucero, Global Sustainability Director
DANONE Charo Saavedra Coutado, Sustainable Development Manager Iberia
ERUM GROUP Coral Erum, CEO Americas & Asia
FERROVIAL Ana Peña, Head of Sustainability, Climate Change and Environment
GESTAMP Ernesto Barceló, Chief ESG Officer
GRUPO TYPSA Nuria Mesonero, Coordinator of the Climate Change Section
ILUNION HOTELS Elena Martín Cuesta, Director of Sustainability
L'OREAL Delia Garcia, Director of Sustainability
LEROY MERLIN Cristina Sánchez, Executive Director of Positive Impact 
PEPSICO María Leiva, SWE Sustainability & Agro Impact Manager
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CDP
Carbon Disclosure Project:  
a non-profit organization that collects 
information about the environmental 
performance of companies.

TCFD
Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures: an organization 
that develops voluntary, consistent recommendations for climate 
disclosures for use by companies in providing information to investors, 
lenders, insurers, and other stakeholders.

Taxonomy
A framework that classifies economic 
activities based on their environmental 
impact and their contribution to 
sustainability goals.

CSRD
Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive:  
the new EU legislation requiring all large companies 
to publish regular reports on their environmental and 
social impact activities.

EINF
Non-Financial Information Statement: ian annual report that presents relevant 
information for all stakeholders on the impact of an organization's performance 
on five core issues: Environmental, Social, Human Rights, Employees, Anti-
Corruption.

Supply Chain
Focuses on the procurement of materials and the 
delivery of products and services to the customer.

Value Chain
Goes beyond selling goods and products, it's about delivering value 
throughout the entire customer journey, from marketing to after-sales support.

Net-Zero
A term that refers to the zero 
emission of greenhouse gases.

ESG
Environmental, Social and Governance factors 
companies should consider in their operations.

SBTi
Science-Based Targets initiative: a global initiative that helps companies 
set science-based greenhouse gas emission reduction targets.
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Scope 3

Da
ta

 &
 R

ep
or

tin
g Supply Chain

Programs

Fuel and energy related activities

Upstream transportation and distribution

Emissions from waste

Business travel

Employee commuting

Upstream leased assets

Transportation and distribution

Processing of sold products

Use of sold products

End-of-life treatment of sold products

Downstream leased assets

Franchises

Investments

Supplier climate program

Supplier labor practices

Material traceability

Sourcing transparency

Risk assessment

Supplier Code of Conduct

Supplier diversity

Engagement programs

Supplier training

Purchasing practices

Monitoring

Product life cycle

Purchased goods
& services 

Capital 
goods
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Level of 
convergence 
on Principles

Level of 
Specificity for 
Operationalization

UN High-Level Expert 
Group on the 
Net-Zero Emissions 
Commitments of 
Non-State Entities

International 
Organization for 
Standardization 
"ISO Net-Zero 
Guidelines"

UN Race to Zero 
(RtZ) Starting Line 
and Leadership 
Practices 3.0

Science-Based 
Targets initiative's 
"Net-Zero 
Standard"

Corporate Climate 
Responsibility 
Monitor (2023)

University of Oxford's 
"Defining Net-Zero for 
organisations" report 
(McGivern et al, 2022)

1. COVERAGE OF  
EMISSION SCOPES

HIGH HIGH ALL SCOPES ALL SCOPES ALL SCOPES MD5A-24 ALL SCOPES ALL SCOPES (According 
to 75% of the initiatives)

2. INTERVALS OF  
INTERIM TARGETS

HIGH HIGH 5 YEARS 2 - 5 YEARS NOT SPECIFIED 5 - 10 YEARS 5 YEARS 5 YEARS FROM 2030 
(Some from 2025)

3. RED. OF EMISSIONS 
ALIGNED TO 1.5ºC

MODERATE MODERATE

Recommendation to align with 
1.5°C compatible pathways

HIGH N/A YES YES YES YES YES YES

Minimum reduction for 
"credible net-zero"

MODERATE MODERATE NOT SPECIFIED
OVER 90% (Over 72% for 
forest, land and agricultural 
sector)

NOT SPECIFIED
OVER 90% (Over 72% for 
forest, land and agricultural 
sector)

OVER 90%

UNCLEAR (For initiatives that 
define residual emissions, 
minimum of 90% is 
mentioned).

Specific requirements to 
comply with the 1.5°C - aligned 
milestones

MODERATE LOW NOT SPECIFIED YES NOT SPECIFIED YES YES NO COVERED

4. 1.5º ALIGNED 
TRANSITION PLANS

MODERATE LOW - MODERATE

Specific requirements to set 
1.5 ºC - aligned emission 
reduction targets up to 2030

LOW - 
MODERATE LOW NOT SPECIFIED NOT SPECIFIED NOT SPECIFIED YES YES YES (For those initiatives that 

specify a reduction pace)

Specific requirements for 
transition plans and/or key 
mitigation areas up to 2030

MODERATE MODERATE YES YES NOT SPECIFIED NOT SPECIFIED YES NOT COVERED

Fossil fuel phase - out MODERATE LOW - MODERATE REQUIRED REQUIRED REQUIRED NOT SPECIFIED REQUIRED NOT COVERED

Aligning Lobbying & Advocacy HIGH LOW - MODERATE REQUIRED REQUIRED REQUIRED NOT SPECIFIED NOT SPECIFIED ENCOURAGED (By just over 
half of the 33 initiatives)

Source: Net-Zero Stocktake 2023, Net-Zero Tracker.
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Level of 
convergence 
on Principles

Level of 
Specificity for 
Operationalization

UN High-Level Expert 
Group on the 
Net-Zero Emissions 
Commitments of 
Non-State Entities

International 
Organization for 
Standardization 
"ISO Net-Zero 
Guidelines"

UN Race to Zero 
(RtZ) Starting Line 
and Leadership 
Practices 3.0

Science-Based 
Targets initiative's 
"Net-Zero 
Standard"

Corporate 
Climate 
Responsibility 
Monitor (2023)

University of Oxford's 
"Defining Net-Zero for 
organisations" report 
(McGivern et al, 2022)

5. OFFSETTING WITH 
CARBON CREDITS & CDR 
INSIDE THE VALUE CHAIN

MODERATE LOW

To achieve interim emission 
reductions

HIGH LOW - MODERATE NOT ALLOWED NOT ALLOWED

RECOMMENDS 
PRIORITIZING 
REDUCTIONS OVER 
OFFSETTING

NOT ALLOWED NOT ALLOWED MIXED

To apply for Net-Zero MODERATE LOW - MODERATE ALLOWED ALLOWED ALLOWED ALLOWED NOT 
RECOMMENDED NOT COVERED

Criteria for high quality 
 credits and/or CDR within 
the value chain

MODERATE LOW NOT SPECIFIED SPECIFIED NOT SPECIFIED NOT SPECIFIED SPECIFIED MIXED

Source: Net-Zero Stocktake 2023, Net-Zero Tracker.
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Dive deeper into our sustainability-based 
strategic goals

Click here to learn 
more about Zeigo

Do you have a 
question? Contact us

Access Access Access
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https://www.facebook.com/SchneiderElectricES
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